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Anatomy of a Discussion Prompt:
Get the Responses You Want
Steve Covello
Instructional Designer and Online Instructor

Online Discussions
“Learning and development is a
social, collaborative activity.”
Social Constructivist Learning Theory

Assumptions
Students know how to participate constructively
in an academic online discussion.
They can read our questions and produce what
you expect without much guidance.
It is self-evident to them why we are engaged in
this discussion.
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Topics
1. How to promote recall of instructional resources.
2. How to clarify expectations by identifying what the
assignment actually is.
3. How to help students maintain focus in writing a
complete response.
4. How to show students what tasks you expect them
to complete to meet the assignment requirements.
5. How to write a thematic description of how the
outcome of the discussion is relevant to the topic or
course overall: “What’s in it for me?”

Prescription

Common Problems
Students don’t answer the question.

“This example is a bit
hard to evaluate
according to the forum
question …”
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Common Problems
Students don’t answer ALL the questions in a
multi-part prompt.
“A sound analysis of our
trend toward reliance on
digital devices.
But now comes the
hard part -- answering
the question of how we
will make peace with
this phenomenon…”

Common Problems
Students don’t support their responses with
examples from the readings/media (hearsay).
“Please review the
readings and media
prior to posting in the
forum…”

Common Problems
Students lose points because they don’t
complete all the required tasks.
“My grade for the forum
post was a 67%. That's
what I was referring to
specifically.
How did I get such a
low grade?”
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Common Problems
Students don’t apply what they have discussed
to other projects or assessments.
“You had a lot to say
about this topic in the
Module 4 discussion.
Why not apply your
position here in your
presentation?”

Strategies!

#1 – Summarize for context
Hey! Remember
those fabulous
readings and
videos?
Remember
those themes
we said to look
for while reading
or watching?
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#2 – Clearly identify the assignment
What is the
actual
assignment?
Avoid confusion
between the
assignment and
rhetorical
questions!!

#3 – Help them stay focused
What should
their responses
include?
Copy/paste:
Avoid the
chance that they
will answer only
the first
question!!

#3 – Help them stay focused
Sample student
response:
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#3 – Help them stay focused
COMM601 End of course poll question (n = 11):
“…How well did this method help you to stay focused on
fulfilling all of the assignment questions?”
0 - It made things worse
0 - It didn't help at all
1 - It neither helped nor hindered
5 - It helped some
5 - It helped a lot

#4 – Help them stay focused
What should
their responses
include?
Refer to
Readings &
Media:
Builds
(somewhat) an
assurance that
they will actually
read.

#5 – State purpose
What can
students expect
to get out of this
discussion?
What will it lead
to or support?
This is social
learning!
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#6 – Clarify required tasks
What tasks are
required to
complete the
assignment
overall?
How do the
tasks reflect
what grade is
given?

How this methods helps students
• Less guessing about what the assignment is
about and what is expected.
• Promotes coherence between instructional
resources, discussion, and achieving
objectives.
• Promotes focus on required tasks.
• Promotes a sense of purpose in the context of
related knowledge or skills.
• Promotes a clear connection between what is
done and how the grade is calculated.

How this methods helps you
Summarizing themes in the readings and media
into the context of a discussion helps you
evaluate whether the objectives can be met with
what you have provided.
•
•
•
•

Do the resources make sense? Relevant?
Are they strong enough?
Can students actually answer the question?
Is the discussion in alignment with the module
level objectives?
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How this methods helps you
Identifying the actual assignment (hopefully)
relieves the need to restate expectations to
students who have misread the prompt and
posted an irrelevant response.
• The stuff after the word “Assignment” is the
assignment!
• Allows you to use rhetorical questions with
less risk that students will answer them
instead of the assigned questions.

How this methods helps you
Using the “Copy/paste this into your response”
helps you to discern which question (among
several) is being answered in the student
response.
• Helps you to observe the thread of their
thinking and conclusions.

How this methods helps you
Stating “What you’ll get out of this discussion”
helps you to check whether the outcome of the
discussion would be useful towards the
instructional goal.
• Have I put these students through the wringer
for no particular reason?
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How this methods helps you
Stating the tasks and their assessment value
helps you support your grading in case there is a
grade dispute.
• Dispute: Show students how they earned full
credit in other posts and show them how their
low scoring posts compare.

Aspirations
Students know how to participate constructively
in an academic online discussion.
They can read our questions and produce what
you expect without much guidance.
It is self-evident to them why we are engaged in
this discussion.

Thank You!
See the post:
http://teach.granite.edu/anatomy-of-a-discussionforum-prompt/
Please CLICK HERE to complete our brief online
survey!
https://granitestatecollege.co1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID
=SV_9GIBkRaaeG5Uu4B
Visit http://faculty.granite.edu for additional
professional development opportunities.
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